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Chapter 1 : 14 Things to Do in Phuket When it RAINS! (Updated) - Phuket
You can curl up with a great book or binge-watch an entire season of something, but, let's face it, sometimes you want
different, fun things to do at home. And if you have kids, you're going to need a loooong menu of options.

You put all that time and energy into planning your Smoky Mountains vacation and then it rains. There are
endless things to do in Pigeon Forge when it rains. In fact, during my last trip to the Smokies, it rained on and
off every day of the week. Did we let that stand in our way of having a fantastic vacation? Instead of packing
up and heading home or sulking in your cabin, check out these nine Pigeon Forge activities to do when it
rains. These outdoor activities in Pigeon Forge are sure to entertain, rain or shine. Dollywood When you think
about theme parks, what comes to mind? Rollercoasters, park food, kiddie rides, andâ€¦ the dreaded lines.
When I went to Dollywood with my family , it poured for the first minutes of our day and we watched the
crowds clear out. After that, it was a few light showers on and off, but we never waited more than 10 minutes
for a roller coaster. We walked right onto Tennessee Tornado and Wild Eagle! To be safe, pack a rain jacket
or a poncho and put your electronic items in a Ziploc bag throughout the day. Why skip a day on the water
slides and lazy river because more water is falling from the sky? Plus, depending on your idea of fun, the extra
water could make the slides more thrilling! Go Hiking I must be insane, right? Who goes hiking in the rain? I
hiked up to Laurel Falls in the rain on July 4th. This normally jam-packed trail had maybe 20 people including
my group on it the entire time I was there. We packed rain jackets, put on our hiking boots, and headed out on
the 2. If you do decide to go hiking in the rain, I recommend checking the forecast. If you see a large storm
cell heading your direction, reconsider the timing of your hike. Also, think about the length of the trail.
Choose a short trail to be safe and enjoy the Smokies. If the storms have been strong, call your rafting
company ahead of time. Strong storms can raise the Pigeon River rapid levels to unsafe conditions. Or, if
severe storms are in the future forecast, the rafting guides may cancel for your safety. Family-Friendly
Activities In addition to the ample outdoor things to do in Pigeon Forge when it rains, the area boasts multiple
indoor attractions. For unlimited fun, check out these indoor attractions when the rain clouds roll in.
Hollywood Wax Museum Who knew you could sort of meet your favorite celebrities in the Smoky
Mountains? The Hollywood Wax Museum is a great rainy day activity for families with children of all ages.
Take your picture next to wax figures of music stars, film icons, politicians, and athletes. WonderWorks
Geared towards curious children, WonderWorks offers more than engaging, hands-on exhibits and activities
such as an indoor ropes course, laser tag, and more. Do note that this attraction can become packed on
especially rainy days, so be sure to arrive as early as possible. Titanic Museum Attraction Families interested
in educational things to do in Pigeon Forge when it rains will love the immersive Titanic Museum Attraction.
This interactive museum provides guests with an inside look at the magnificent vessel, the events that took
place that fateful night, and the individual stories of passengers. Kids will love feeling an iceberg and
following along with the stories, while parents will appreciate the historical significance of the attraction.
Pigeon Forge dinner and theater shows are known for their world-class entertainment, Broadway-level talent,
and delectable meals. After the shows, stick around and meet the cast! At most Pigeon Forge dinner shows,
the cast provides a meet and greet opportunity once the performance has ended. To beat the lines and save in
the long run, purchase your tickets for top rainy day Pigeon Forge attractions from Reserve Pigeon Forge
today.
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Chapter 2 : What to do in Bermuda when it rains?
50 Things To Do When Nothing can be more of a bummer when you have your day planned for going outside and the
rain pours. While it is true that nothing beats the feeling of warmth brought about by sunshine, it does not mean that you
can't have fun being indoors.

Many houses have basement water problems. The first step to solving your basement water problems for good
is to understand why water leaks into the basement. Causes of basement leaks Water stains on walls and
pooling water on the floor are common signs of basement water leaks. The most common causes of basement
leaks is pressure created by water in the soil surrounding the foundation. There are two different forms of
pressure that can cause issues: During periods of heavy or persistent rain, the soil can become saturated,
creating hydrostatic pressure or water pressure that can push moisture and water through your basement walls
and floor. The looser soil around your foundation tends to absorb more water. The area around the home is
often flooded with rain water from clogged gutters or downspouts that are discharging water right next to the
foundation. When the soil expands, it creates lateral or sideways pressure against the foundation. Window
wells can be another cause of water leaks in the basement. If a window well is not properly installed or if the
drain becomes clogged, the window well can fill with water. During a heavy rain, the water can seep into your
basement. Water stains on the walls are a sure sign of leaky basement windows. How water gets into the
basement Water can find its way into your basement a number of ways, such as: Through cracks in the walls
or floor At the joint where the poured concrete floor meets the wall Through cracks in mortar joints of block
or masonry foundation walls Fixing basement leaks When it comes to fixing your leaky basement, there are a
few steps to take to prevent leaks and keep your basement dry: When it rains, clogged gutters can overflow
and rainwater can pool around your foundation. Removing leaves and debris and installing leaf guards and
downspout extenders to direct water away from the house can all help prevent the soil around your house from
becoming saturated. Installing a fitted window well cover is a simple solution for keeping your window wells
free of leaves and other debris that can cause the drain to clog and allow water to seep into your basement.
Install an interior waterproofing system: An interior drain tile connected to a sump pump is a proven solution
for keeping the basement dry. The most effective way to keep water out of your basement is to install an
interior drainage system that minimizes hydrostatic pressure. By installing drain tile along the joint where the
floor meets the wall, where most water leakage occurs, you can capture water before it makes its way onto the
basement floor. Water coming through the foundation walls will also be collected by the drain tile. The
drainage system then carries the water to a sump pump that automatically pumps the water out of your home.
Basement Systems has helped fix thousands of leaky basements throughout the United States and Canada. If
your basement leaks when it rains, we have a basement waterproofing contractor in your area who can help
solve your basement water problems. Contact us today for a free estimate with your in-home consultation.
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Chapter 3 : 9 Things to Do in Pigeon Forge When it Rains
While rainy season may prevent visitors from doing some activities - especially outdoor activities - there are activities still
that you can do despite the weather, fun guaranteed! Video Source Top 3 activities to book in Cancun.

People always associate rainy days with depression. This should not be the case if you can find something fun
or productive to do. There are 50 things in this list, and some of these do not really apply to everyone or to all
genders and ages. If you learn to like whatever it is that you have just discovered doing, you might be able to
make it your own hobby. Clean up your closet. This might be the best opportunity for you to give out your
used clothes to charity and maybe shop for new ones. Gather the family and play board games. It will be a
good way of spending quality family time. Call up some friends and have a simple house party. You can come
up with a themed cooking and eating activity. Some people prefer to watch their favorite movies over and over
to make them feel better, while others would like to watch random movies on cable. This will definitely make
the rainy days more fun, especially when you spend it with the people you love. Learn to cook your favorite
meal. Bake cookies and other goodies. Doing this with loved ones is always better. Go out in the rain and play
like a kid. Play the hippest dance music and dance the rainy day away. It takes the stress away. You can do
cross-stitch or simple scrapbooking. Enjoy a good cup of coffee, either at home or a nearby cafe. Drive to the
mall and do some window shopping. There are many things you can buy online. Plan your next vacation by
visiting travel websites. Visit the nearest museum. Visit the nearest library. Organize your photos and photo
albums. Make captions for each picture. Plan a special dinner for the whole family to partake in. Recycle
something and make it beautiful. Make paper boats and look for puddles outside where you can let them float.
Learn how to make paper airplanes and let them fly across the house. This is great to do with kids. Plan an
indoor date with your special someone. Write in your journal what your plans are for the next few months.
Play a sport in the rain with your friends. There should be a guitar, a piano or any instruments inside your
house. Play them or learn them. Form a big puzzle. Update your social media sites and blog if you have any.
Read helpful blogs about families, parenting and personal development. Set up important appointments with
doctors, dentists, tutors and the like, that you might need for your kids and for yourself. If you have a treadmill
at home, or other equipment that will help you get fit, do so. Watch old video tapes of family events and other
special occasions with the whole family and reminisce good old times. Spend time and play with your pets.
Think of an exciting theme. Learn the art of folding paper, or origami. Eat cookies with milk. It will make any
rainy day feel so much better. Research about an influential person that you like and follow one trait or
practice that he or she does for the next 21 days. Have 30 minutes of silent meditation. Do your nails and put
colors on them that you never dared to use before. Ride the bicycle around a few blocks under the rain. Have a
nice little chat with the family while eating ice cream. Make popcorn and add in some powdered flavors.
Search for colored beads and make your own set of accessories. Make a donation online for homeless or
starving kids. You just need to know that there are many productive and fun things that you can do even
without sunshine. Any of these things will make you feel better about yourself and will make others feel better
too. Interestingly, both the advices are in the form of a saying that you willâ€¦ 4 Simple Tips to Eat Healthy on
a Budget Given the condition of the economy, there is nothing wrong with being on a tight budget. The time
you are wasting complaining, which you justify as venting is not benefiting you. You need toâ€¦ 3 Easy Ways
to Alleviate Night-time Fear and Anxiety A lot of us are under the impression that children are the only ones
who are afraid of the dark and nightfall. Did you know that there are plenty ofâ€¦ 12 Reasons Why Crossfit
Kicks Ass â€” What are youâ€¦ Many times, you might have heard that CrossFit is not helpful in keeping you
in shape; however, that is not the case. His classes primarily helped people become comfortable with public
speaking. Part ofâ€¦ 5 Things You Should Know About Guilt If there was ever a thing that was worthy of
being labelled as a psychological cancer, it would be guilt. Guilt is experienced universally, yet so poorly
understood. As I learn it helps me understand more to write about my experiences and life lessons. I love to
teach and bring happiness to others by opening their eyes to great possibilities.
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Chapter 4 : What can I do in Ledro in the rain? - Alpine Garda Holiday
(1) things to do in Maui when it rains, and (2) how to decrease your chances of having a rainy day on Maui. In the left
column below, is a list of activities and sights and things to do in Maui when it rains.

Spread the love When it rains or is cloudy in Rio it seems like everything stops. The people here are like sun
flowers that open up with good weather. There is even a saying that the Carioca is made of sugar, she melts in
rain. I have put together some options here that will help you on the way. There are many interesting in Rio de
Janeiro, this mainly because it used to be the capital of Brazil. Is there a better pastime when it rains than to go
to the cinema? Click here and you will get all the info you need. The place listed is in Barra de Tijuca and
accessible by bus from Zona Sul. Open from latest 12h until midnight. Boliche SocialClub Go Kart Like
bowling it is only available in a few shopping malls; here is the most accessible. Top Kart Indoor, Av. Indoor
track, fairly cheap. Santa Teresa, the bohemian neighbourhood on the hill is for sure one of the highlights in
Rio. Getting there these days is slightly tricky since the bondinho little train stopped running, some options:
Here you also have a tourist information where you can get good information about galleries, museums, sights
and restaurants. You also have many small shops with arts and handicraft around here. The address is R. You
can get there either by bus that passes through all of Zona Sul including Copacabana, Ipanema and Leblon or
bus that passes Botafogo but then cuts across straight to the lake. Well worth a visit, not only when it rains.
Feb 19, Hakan Almerfors.
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Chapter 5 : When It Rains | Steven Universe Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
If you're looking for a place to take refuge from the rain where you can be ensured a great experience, try visiting one of
the 14 best craft beer bars in L.A. or maybe check out one of the spots where we think you can get the best cocktails in
the city.

Ryan Vaarsi via flickr 1. Have the children expand their knowledge on the environment, all while being able
to have bonding moments. The museum is free, unless you want to go into some of the exhibits. To check out
what exhibits they do have: Need some ideas on where to go? Check out this article: A little rain could never
turn any woman or man away from shopping. On a rainy day in LA, however, it would be difficult to enjoy
places like The Grove, the Glendale Galleria, because many of their stores are located outdoors and are really
meant for customers to enjoy the weather. Give Indoor Roller-Skating a Try This vintage vibe rink is one of
the last few existing roller rinks in Los Angeles, so plan a trip while you still can! If you want to try something
different or feel like your part of the 70s groove, check it out with some friends! Advertisements More
information 5. Believe it or not, they have come to life. Meditate to Some Find Inner Peace Want to stop
worrying about the future days and focus on the present? Consider doing meditation inspired by ancient
Tibetan culture. The center even offers free public meditation sitting hours in two Los Angeles locations: West
LA and Eagle Rock! How cool would it be have a ceramic in your home and say you handmade it? Take a
Cooking Class Yes, I said it. Foodstory even offers a cooking party, inspired by a Japanese menu, but it is
possible to choose which dishes you would like to make. Located in downtown Los Angeles, this place offers
a variety of workshops such as classes on Japanese table manner and etiquette, how to make Japanese curry
and one of L. Watch a Movieâ€¦ With a Menu If you would rather relax on a rainy day and watch a movie on
the big screen all while having a full course meal, well you can! There are AMC dine in theatres for a full
family, and there are private ones with a full sized bar. And if Marina Del Rey is a little far for you, then try
hitting up one of the 10 best theaters in Los Angeles for a vintage movie experience. It is available for people
of all ages, in asafe environment with coaches practicing safe and healthy training methods. There are two
locations â€” Chatsworth and Hawthorne. Spend a romantic evening in a lovely environment socializing with
your friends and family. Get resourceful at the Los Angeles Public Library Rainy days and a good book is an
exquisite combination to enlighten the mind. You will be surprised when you walk inside this building near
the heart of downtown LA. The amount of collections will astound your sight. Be careful though, you might
spend more hours in here than you plan! Might I recommend visiting one of We Like L. Seriously, how could
you go wrong? Marco Antonio Torres via flickr Climb a Rock Indoors! Join the Los Angeles fitness hype and
test your upper body strength to indoor rock climbing. Rockreation gym has 10, sq. Whether you are new to
rock climbing or have been doing it for years â€” this exercise is surely an efficient use of a rainy day in L.
Voda spa in West Hollywood offers spas, facials, scrubs, salons, and other services. It is possible to choose
what kind of massage you want to â€” whether it be a hot stone massage or a Russian bear. Spas are an
excellent way of feeling refreshed, rejuvenated, and reinvigorated. Get inspired at the Fashion Institute of
Design and Merchandising Museum This museum provides the public to learn more about historic fashion and
its relationship to society. Throughout the year, they host different exhibitions for people to try out so that
every time a person walks in â€” a new experience is also made. What are your favorite thing to do in L. Let
us know in the comments below!
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Chapter 6 : How to Have Fun on a Rainy Day (with Pictures) - wikiHow
It can be great to escape from the rain, but it can be even more fun to go outside and revel in it. Pull on your boots and
raincoat, grab an umbrella and take a walk with friends or just by yourself. Savor the sound of rain in the streets and the
fresh, clean smell.

Thunderstorm Phobias Dogs with storm phobias can often sense when bad weather is approaching â€” hours
before you even hear the patter of rain on the roof. They may pant or pace around the house, hide or cling to
their owners. As the storm progresses, the signs can worsen: It may be changes in barometric pressure, static
electricity, the crack of lightning bolts or just the sound of wind and rain. Although any dog can be affected, it
occurs more often in herding breeds, such as German Shepherds and Collies. Previous bad experiences with
storms or loud noises may also contribute to the behavior. Forcing fearful dogs to go out in the rain will likely
make matters worse. Punishment is never a good idea either, and comforting them during the storm will
simply reinforce the behavior. There are even special thunder coats for dogs that can help them feel more
secure as storms approach. In severe cases, your veterinarian may recommend medications. However, leaving
him outside until he goes is not only cruel, but it will probably backfire on you. Here are a few tips to help him
get his paws wet: Go outside with your dog. Don your raincoat and take a short walk with your dog. Reward
your dog for doing his business in the rain. A treat or even praise will help reinforce his good behavior. Help
your dog stay as dry as possible. Share your umbrella or find spaces between buildings and bushes that are
more protected from the wind and rain. Purchase canine rain gear. Many dogs do well with doggie raincoats ,
and some will even tolerate wearing boots. Think twice about indoor alternatives. While some dogs can be
trained to do their business on pee pads, this may confuse your dog. He may then prefer to go indoors â€” and
not always in the appropriate places. When in doubt, opt for the great outdoors. Next time, he may not mind a
few raindrops.
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Chapter 7 : 5 Ways to Find Things to Do When It's Raining - wikiHow
If you're vacationing in Florida's #1 destination city, try one or more of these 25 things to do when it rains in Orlando. Or,
scroll through the following pages for suggestions for indoor attractions, adventures, entertainment and more.

What to do in Bermuda when it rains? Well if you like rains, then Bermuda is all yours all the time But I doubt
you like rains, particularly during your vacations. A good news for you is, it rarely rains continuously for a
long period in Bermuda. But it usually rains in short spurts. Even when it does, it does not usually rain all
across the island. So while it rains in one part of the island, the other part might be sunny. And sometimes it
rains at night, and not during the day time. Having said that, if you have booked a boat tour and the weather is
inclement, there is high possibility that it may get cancelled or rescheduled to another day. While rain all day
long is rare, but it can happen if you are too unlucky we experienced that once in the month of February. To
get an idea about how much it rains in the island on an average, take a look at this Rainfall Chart. But then
what to do if it rains during the day while you are there? Fortunately there can be a good Plan-B. There are
actually a plenty of activities and things to do even when it rains in Bermuda. While umbrellas are okay, on a
typical rainy day with strong winds, you are better off with a rain coat or a disposable poncho, rather than an
umbrella. If there is no winds, umbrella is fine. But note that in Bermuda rain is usually accompanied by
winds. Here are some great things that you can do in Bermuda on a rainy day: Enjoy the pub ambience and the
rains outside sitting at the roof covered terrace. There are plenty of great Spas in the island. Take a look at
Dockyard Attractions. Note that there is a regular guided walking tour that takes place at the Botanical
Garden. You will see lots of underwater exhibits there including film footages, collection of rare underwater
treasures recovered from shipwrecks, learn about many deep sea creatures and take simulated dive into ocean.
If your cruise ship is anchored at Dockyard Kings Wharf , take bus 7. It takes the scenic south shore road by
the beautiful beaches. While beach activity on a rainy day may not be ideal, but at least you can see all the
great beaches. Or alternatively, take a taxi tour to get around the island and see the places as it rains. As I
mentioned earlier, you will likely reach a part of the island which is dry and sunny, and if there is a beach
around, start your beach activities if that is what you were missing the most. If you have an umbrella, visit
Somers Wharf at St. Georges and enjoy the offerings of quaint shops and restaurants. Choose a Front Street
restaurant in Hamilton with a balcony that overlooks the harbor and the street. If you are a coffee drinker, visit
a Coffee Shop and savor a cup of coffee made from pure roasted beans and chat with the locals.
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Chapter 8 : What You Should Do to Your Pool After it Rains
With any luck, you won't have to use it, but it's best for guests to know ahead of time what to do in the event of rain. A
rain date also lets guests know to keep the secondary date free, as well.

However, unlike some of those places, there are tons of things to do in Gatlinburg when it rains. You would be
surprised how much fun you can have on vacation when dealing with a rainy day. Find out below what the
best things you can do in Gatlinburg are when you face inclement weather. Enjoy Your Cabin Amenities All
of our cabins have something for everyone to enjoy from the youngest of visitors to the oldest. We have cabins
in Gatlinburg available with swimming pools, theater rooms, hot tubs, game rooms and more. There is
definitely plenty to do in your cabin alone to keep you occupied for an entire rainy day of fun. Rainy days are
also the best days to curl up with a blanket, popcorn and your favorite movie. Not to mention indoor
swimming pools come in handy as well. Get ready to see and learn some great facts about some of the most
interesting living things when you visit here. Arcadia If you are into games and electronics, you will definitely
love visiting Arcadia. It is the ultimate gaming experience in the Smokies, and it has arcade games for
everyone. Visit a Winery or Distillery If you are looking for something a little more laid back, but still very
entertaining, you should visit a winery or distillery. It is one of the best things to do in Gatlinburg when it
rains because it is just as relaxing as it is fun. Gatlinburg wineries and distilleries like Ole Smoky Moonshine
pride themselves by being locally crafted and infusing the history of the area into their work. You will find
some of the best wines, moonshines and other beverages this side of the Smokies when you visit any of the
ones Gatlinburg has to offer. Guinness World Records Museum One of the best qualities about Guinness
World Records Museum as an attraction is not only that it is perfect for a rainy day, but it is also open days a
year for unlimited entertainment. At this museum you will experience the most shocking and interesting world
records available. It is a wonderful place to take anyone in your group for a great time during your stay. She
also completed minors in Marketing and Business Administration. She enjoys writing and conversing over the
latest funny commercials, as well as reading books or articles about creativity, business and finances.
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Chapter 9 : How to Get Rid of Standing Water in Your Yard
The nation's capital is home to dozens of world-class museums that can easily keep you entertained for hours. On a
rainy day, your best bet is to visit one of the larger ones so that you can stay dry for longer, but they are likely to attract a
larger crowd than some of the lesser-known attractions.

Just like in any tropical country, you can expect a mix of rainy days and sunny days during rainy season, but
better be prepared if it lasts! Here is our list of things you can do if it rainsâ€¦ maybe you should print it and
keep it somewhere in your bags! Note that you will need a car to do some of these. Spa is the most obvious
activity on a rainy day, for both men and women. We advise our friends not to book this activity in advance:
However, if you stay in a spa resort, make a booking as early as possible if you think rain is here to stay.
Every single guest of your hotel will have the same idea at the same time! Not really, Jungceylon shopping is
fun, but what is more fun are the many activities available. Perfect for a rainy day! Read more â€¦ 3 Shop at
Central Festival Also an obvious choice if you have a carâ€¦ Central has some good brand shopping and plenty
of fun shops to keep you busy for a while. Add to this a 6 rooms movie theater with a fun VIP room. A lot of
new activities are now available inside the new wing called Central Floresta. Located not far from the old
Phuket Town , it is easy to reach and can be combined with some nearby museums visits. The price is a bit
high, but if you have kids you will not regret all the fun poses and hilarious photos you will be taking back
home! Read moreâ€¦ 5 The Upside Down House The upside down house is exactly and amazingly what the
name says. This incredible house stands inverted on the side of the Bypass road outside Phuket Town will
challenge your senses and offer plenty of photo opportunities. Each of the three floors of Baan Teelanka
meaning upside down house in Thai is the exact replica of an real house but inverted. Living room, kitchen,
bed and even a Tuk Tuk appears to be hanging from the ceilingâ€¦ until your brain realizes that you might be
the one at the wrong place! OK, they did the shopping in advance and prepared the ingredient nicely so my
only mission was not to mess up too much. I even ate my own cooking and it was good. Some schools take
you to the local market , which is a must see if you really want to understand Thai food culture. Temperature
is more agreeable than on a sunny day and the historical streets, markets , amazing Sino-Portuguese mansions
and temples are close enough to each other to make this a nice stroll. Exploring it in a kayak is the best way to
go, silently gliding on the water and through narrow caves and passages to reveal secret places. It looks great
with the sun, it looks better in the rain! Read more â€¦ 9 Get a Tattoo! Tattoos are incredibly popular in Phuket
and if you just want a small tattoo you can always walk in any of the studios listed in our page and talk to the
artists. Read more â€¦ 10 Go to Museums Once you exhausted the above list, you still have the museums. Four
or five of them are scattered around the island, the best one being the recently renovated Thai Hua Museum
â€¦ then the Tin Mining museum in Kathu, the Thalang Museum near the heroine monument on the way to
airport , the Shell Museum in Rawai and inside Jungceylon , the Chinpracha house museum in Phuket Town
near the Blue Elephant rest aurant and the quirky Thavorn Museum , also in Phuket town. Just remember to
wear something warm as in this tropical weather we tend to forget that Ice Rinks are actually cold! Ice Arena
offers a lot of classes and training but you probably will only spend a couple of hours here. Price is baht per
hour and per person, including skates. The practice penguin comes with an additional cost of baht per hour, so
you better learn fast! Read more 12 Phuket Aquarium Phuket Aquarium is modest but features a short glass
tunnel and a good selection of tropical fishes. And Cape P anwa is quite far, so just going there will take you
long enough to see a bit of the island. Read more â€¦ 13 Get Wetter at Splash Jungle You are already wet, so
why not add some sensations to it? Fun has no price on those days! Read mo re â€¦ 14 Try yourself at Thai
Boxing Thai Boxing is not for everyone of course, but if you are the physical type and you travelled all the
way to Thailand, you could give a shot at Muay Thai. You can try for an hour or two without having to sign
up for a full course, but at least you will know what this sport is really about and might even find yourself a
new passion.
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